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@ Multi-cultural gathering brings diverse campus organizations
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Ex-HSU professor Jerry Turner returned to speak after a 20-year
stint with the Ashland, Ore., Shakspeare festival. Page 17.
@ House of Pain and Mary’s Danish each have new discs out;
s Page 19.
not good.
bad, the other'
's
onenot

SPORTS
1 Bruiser Rodney Dickerson runs better ‘n grandma. Page 21.
@ HSU professor gets philosophical about racquetball. Page 22.

EprroriaL/ OPINION
@ Do you pass the multi-cultural awareness test? Not if you don't
s.25.
include all group
Page

In the Oct. 7 issue we incorrectly identified Times-Standard
reporter Kelly O’Neill as the organizer of an event that brought
Gov. Pete Wilson's wife, Gayle Wilson, to Eureka. The quotations
attributed to O’Neill were incorrect. O’Neill wasnotinterviewed
by The Lumberjack.
In another article we incorrectly referred to HSU’s Indian
Natural Resources, Sciences and Engineering Program as
“Intercept.” The correct acronym is
P.
The Lumberjack regrets the errors and any confusion they
may have caused.
aaa

Cover art by HSU art major Dan Burie
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Workers taken into custody | Student assaulted
Sak releases five workers suspected
j
of lacking
U.S. documentation after
taking them into custody.
err
ee

A female HSU student was

assaulted near the Student

documented workers.

Court Saturday night.

modules
near the CCAT (Cam- _ said.

subcontractor,”
said HSU Direc-

tate

echnology)houseandtookinto
custody five sus
undocumented workers last Tuesday

Border Patrol.
§ “Justbecausetheycan’tspeak
English is not a sole criterion

evening, Oct. 6.

University policeinvestigated

of debris from the

us Center for Appropriate

The five workers were em-

ployed

by Best Construction

Corp., based in Oakdale, and

2 el

_Sear wea be a Seeis for an

investigation,”
Said
oweat), |

the removal

sepinenancy wi

_..1
there that day.”
amp us Saturday
said the Border PatrolDwelley
Investigates
companies that | By Robert Brit
scribed only as a ial
white male
hire illegal aliens.
we
Wi CO

“1 approached one of them

and theycouldn’tspeakEnglish

_...only one had papers,” Sousa
He said he contacted the U.S.

that ban the employment of un-

= “This particular project was a

A man with a knife apfrom

behind

the

ae

eee

ae

event to call 826-3456. UPD

has not been able to contact

the two men who witnessed
the attack.
UPD

has posted a crime

Slinker.
Slinker said the McGrath
Rental Corp., otherwise known

ushes on the west side of

SunsetCourt.Hethreatened
the woman with the knife
and led her to a more se-

—alertflyerthroughoutcampus,

that they’re not in this country

as Mobile Modular Manage-

ment, owned the modules and

cluded aren weet of Sunset

Court, said HSU Public Af-

people. A UPD speleepersen

“It wasn’t cost-effective for

hired a subcontractor, the Best

fairs Director

ing through campus at night

(legally),” Sousa said.

tor of Public Affairs Michael

were taking the modules apart.
The police determined that
only three workers lacked proof

them (the Border Patrol) to pick

them up,” he said.
“Like all state agencies the
| “Normallywecanplaceholds _ contractor has to employ people
on individuals,” said Alan who are eligible (to work) in

Construction company.

of legal entry into the United

Dwelley,aBorderPatrolspokes-

California,” Slinker said. “The

States. All were released.
Sergeant Dennis Sousa ,who
investigated the workers, said

Health Center on Sunset

iaguas

tinker.

Michael

,

J.

University Police said the
attacker attempted to rape
the woman.
The event was witnessed

man, in a telephone interview _ contract stipulates that contracfrom the Alameda County Bor- tors abide by Affirmative Acder Patrol station. “We weren't _ tion.”

suggesting students walk with
a friend in well-lighted areas
and report any suspicious
saidifwomencall before walk-

an officer will be sent to the

area, but an escort service is
not offered.
There was one rape reported
on campus between Aug, 1,

by two males who came to 1991 and July 31, 1992. There
theaid ofthe victim, causing —_ were six rapes reported in the
the
attacker to flee, Slinker city
of Arcata in 1991, 10 in
said. The assailant was de1990, and four in 1989.

Campus groups work to resolve differences
By Brandye Alexander
LUMBERJACK STAFF

On the night following the controversial 500th anniversary of Colombus’ voyage to the New World, HSU students
joined together to resolve their cultural
differences.
Seven organizations gathered in
Founders Hall to raise concerns about
issues and establish goals for the year.
Youth Educational Services sponsored
the symposium last night to set a mutual

agenda
between cultural clubs on camUs.
r Many groups felt there were grave
ee on campus, such as racism and
omophobia, said Ilana Kaufman, coordinator of the Y.E.S. Outreach/ Inreach
program.
“My vision is that these groups
will
come together ... and find issues that
are
important to all of them,” she said.
Kaufman and Phillip Humphreys, assistant coordinator of clubs and organizations, spent three months planning the
event after students protested an opinion article in The Lumberjack last semester.

“The biggest motivating factor was the
issue with The Lumberjack,” Humphreys
said. “All the groups came together, but
itshouldn’ttakeacrisis
to come together.”
The symposium focused on uniting
the participating groups to overcome
oppression.

.

, ‘ .

“This is not the era of the white hetero-.

sexual man and we are here to make sure
of that,” Kaufman said before turning
discussion over to the clubs, which were
each allotted ten minutes to speak.
Mary Weatherly of the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Student Alliance described the
event as a “great fight for solidarity.”
“When I’m oppressed by people who
should be su
me, I get upset,”
Weatherly said. “There’sa danger among
these groups
of weighing oppression.
Don’t weigh
your oppression.

Kellie

, chair of the Black Stu-

dent Union, pointed out group-spon-

“A

4

ri |

“ae
JEFF SCHWARTZ

Roy Recio, journalism sophomore

and Asian Student Union member,

THE LUMBERJACK

upper right corner holding the microphone,

challenges everyone in the room to get up and meet someone new. Last night’s meeting was designed to give members
of campus minority groups a chance to voice their concerns.
sored events
members.BSU
see the same 60
she said. “It’s

people ae

are not limited to club
doesn’t put on events to
people they see every
day,
not a black thing, it’s a

Other clubs participating included:
the

American Indian Alliance,
Asian Student
poy bes Student Union, MEChA

tion as an advertisement in The Lumber-

After the s
lum, representatives
from each club met
to set up anagendaof
mutual concerns and goal for publica-_

barriers break down — that really psychesme,” Humphreys
said. “This is beautiful.”

and the

Women’s Center.

“Seeing
the body language change and

4
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@ An HSU student shares her research

on a quilt made in Humboldt County for
General Grant in 1864.
By Jilayne Jordan
U

It’s hard to imagine a quilt
made during the Civil War has

anything to do with Humboldt
County.

But Kaaren Buffington, history senior and president of the

Historical Sites Society, hasdone
research on a quilt that hascome
home to Humboldt County after being gone for more than 100

ears.

HSU

history Professor Dee

McBroome asked Buffington to
do research on the quilt and
a
jumped in with both
feet.
The quilt came back to
Humboldt County after Bruce

Hazzard of San Diego asked the

Clark Museum in Eureka if they

the forerunner of the Red Cross.

quilt is made of red, white
The
and blue silk in honor of America

and Humboldt County's “favor-

_ ite son,” U.S. Grant, the com-

would like to have the quilt
after his wife, Mabel Grant
Hazzard, General Ulysses S.
Grant's great-granddaughter,
died two years

ago.

Buffington nip, or her research on the quilt made for

General Grant and has just finished her second lecture.
She gave her presentation,
“A Quilt for General Grant: Re-

flecting on Nearby History,” at
the Clark Museum in Eureka in

August and at a quilting sym-

posium at the Benton County
in
Museum
Historical

Philomath, Oregon, in Septem-

ber.
The “Banner Quilt” was hand
crafted during the Civil War by
women of the Eureka branch of
the U.S. Sanitary Commission,

|
qe
r------ GENERAL
NuTRIMON cenTERS |

mander of Union forces during
the Civil War.
Sewn in the quilt are 36 flags
bearing the names of all the states
in the Union. A white eagle is
embroidered in the center with
wings outspread, grasping a
shield and American flags in its

talons. Eight stars were also sewn
around the center square, signifying the eight territories.

Embroidered under the eagle

is the dedication: “To Lieutenant

General U.S. Grant, by the Ladies’ Social Circle of Eureka,
Humboldt County, California.”

“During the Civil Waritis hard
to imagine that there was any
connection between Humboldt

County and the actual fighting
occurring on the East Coast,”

Buffington said. “But there was a
lot going on in the (Humboldt)
area in support of the Union. I
want to show how local events in
history often reflect the nation as
a whole.”
The commission’s job was to
help raise funds for bandages,

medicineand ambulanceand hos-

Introductory Offer

pital service for the wounded and
sick soldiers, Buffington said.
The people in Humboldt

OFF
O ANY PURCHASE

ANDY WHITE/ THE LUMBERJACK

Kaaren Buffington, history senior, enjoys working with textile
crafts in her Arcata home.

County felt a special connection
to Grant, who spent several
months at Fort Humboldt in
Eureka.
The quilt was started in 1865.
It was to be auctioned at a fair,
and mailed to General Grant asa
personal token of support by the
purchasers, she said.

On the night of the festival
and fair in Eureka, April 5, 1865,
the quilt auction brought in
$1,000 to help the commission.
Ironically, by April 5, 1865,

the war was over. But the people
in HumboldtCounty
had no way
of knowing, because news traveled very slowly, Buffington
said.

Thirty years ago, Buffington
started college at the University
of Oregon with the desire to become an archeologist and trace
the history of the world.
After graduating in May,
Buffington hopes topursue a
master’s degree in museum
studies.

with this coupon

General Nutrition Centep
strives to be the leading providers of
pibducts, services and information
in the self-care and personal health
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Speaking

from the

“All good ideas do come

Slanetaar

to about150 students on the

Quad
yesterday , C
Frank
!
Riggsanswered students’ questionsranging from economic issues to hemp.
encouraged students to vote and to

get involved in the political process,“to

people,” he said.
Riggs said he pushed for fundamental

changes to make congress more account-

able to the people.
“I’m here to tell you that there can be
morality in Congress, if voters lead.”
drew applause from the audience
—_—Ri
said he didn’t agree with most
after
Republican Congress men. A member of
the audience asked how the Republican
respond to Riggs’ moderacy.
ae
fight
is on,” he said, “I subscribe to
the philosophy of keeping the government out of our pocketbooks and bed-

room.”

HEATHER BOLING/ THE LUMBERJACK

Congressman
Frank Riggs answers
questions
on the Quad yesterday.

‘

;

Using
hemp as a source o
r and
other erpdicie was dentsead at fast b
Riggs who thought it might lead to legalization of marijauna.
Butafter furthur prodding
by thecrowd,
Riggs
said that he favors marijauna for
medicinal purposes and “I'll keep an open
mind.”
When asked about term limits, Riggs
said he was a proponent of term limits. He
said he considers them a “fundamental
precaution of abuse.”
Concerning other issues raised by the
audience, Riggs said he supports a national freedom of choice act, opposes subsidizing of nuclear power plants and supports

Effects of Desert Storm
still felt in the Gulf
@ A member of the
Harvard study team
speaks about the longterm affects of the Gulf
war in Iraq.
By Harry Kassakhian
(UMBERUACK
STAFF
SOSCSC~C“=CS;~;«73;73PC~*#

The thunder of the bombing has
stopped in Iraq, but plague still stalks
the war-ravaged region.
Ross Mirkarimi, a Persian Gulf expert, spoke to HSU students Tuesday
about the effects of Desert Storm on
Iraq’s civilian population.
Mirkarimi, a University of Missouri

graduate, twice travelled to Iraq as a
member of a Harvard study team that

conducted an extensive investigation
of the effects of the war on the populace.

“Baghdad is the barometer for the

Western press, they don’t look north,
they

don’t

look

south,”

said

Mirkarimi,who works for the Arms
Control Research Center in San Francisco.

Mirkarimi also said the Iraqi cities
of Basra, Najif and Karbala have cholera and water-borne disease epidemics.
“While the press keeps us informed
about the gridlock between Saddam
and Bush, this obfuscates the real casualties of the gulf war and its delayed effects. Civilians, especially children, are dying in record numbers
and we’re not getting that information in the U.S.,” Mirkarimi said.
The findingsof the study team were
published in the Sept. 24, 1992 issue
of the New England Journal of Medi-

cine. The article stated Iraqi officials
did not interfere with the investiga-

tors.
“The gulf warand sanctionscaused
a three-fold increase in mortality
among Iraqi children under five years
of age. We estimate that in excess of
46,900 children died between January and August of 1991,” said study

team member Dr. Alberto Ascherio
in the journal.

The article said dehydration and
malnutrition were the main causes of
infant mortality.
Mirkarimi said the new threat in
See War, page 8
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endelegate
McCronewouldth
to reach a decision.

Union grievance

an arbitrator

Campus clips | tobe decided

Tim Moxon, director of Plant

rations, said yesterday that

The arbitrator’s opinion can lewd behavibeenorcase
found in

rae

go to

Munitz’s office.

hewouldnotdecideonthegriev-

Siiccsess

Stolen TV replaced |
Montgomery Ward Co. gavea
20-inch color television set to
HSU’s Natural History Museum.
The television replaces a set
stolen last July and will be used
in the museum’s Science Action
Mobile. SAM’s most popular
exhibit is the earthquake simulator. The Humboldt County
Office of Education loaned SAM
to the museum.
— Liz Neely

me

n
dam
days.
ten

The grievance, filed by the
chief

‘union’s

steward

Glen

Carter, was in response to an
alleged infringement by the student-run business headed by
Eric Van Duzer.
Aconflict arose when the student business entered into an
area of work that the union had
had a virtual monopoly over.
If Carter and other union representatives are not satisfied with
Moxon’s decision they may apal to HSU President Alistair _
icCrone.

—_A suspect has

the case ofa manusingahand

bathroom stalls in the Univer-

Library contest held

6
= According toSean Fouena irs,

to name computer
The HSU Library is holding a

there is adele evidence
for the case. Since the suspect
has not been charged with the
crime, no name has been released.
A report is being sent to the

puter catalog system.
The’ system is named “Advance” by its vendor, and the
library is offering a $75 award
to anyone who can come up

arrest on a charge of lewd

Entry blanks are available in

the library lobby.

— Liz Neely

— Liz Neely

Alumnus awards
granted for service
Sally Arnot, founder of the
Humboldt Art Council, and
Frank Watts, a North Tahoe fire
engineer, will receive this year’s
HSU Alumni Association’s Distinguished Service Award.
Arnot graduated with a degree in art history
in 1986.
Arnot received
the Woman of
Achievement Award from the
Humboldt County Status of
Women Commission in 1978.
Watts graduated with a degree in geography in 1972.
Awards will be presented at
Homecoming ceremonies Oct.
24.
— Liz Neely

an

be-

— Greg Magnus

Teach-in planned

nced
annour
e ne
in
Thewwillb
Oct.28 and will receive a $75 gift
Bookstore.

more than 40 states.

havior, Kearns said.

The contest deadline is Oct.
21 and is open to faculty, staff,

certificate to the University

participate in the teach-in in

ublic

district attorney requesting

with a new name.

students, alumni and their families.

4, paaceadainlly Moretian

—_ 200 schools of social work will

sity Center restroom Oct. 6..
sistant director

contest to name its new com-

tion 165 will

mirror to look at women using

— Greg Magnus

ance filed by the Skills Craft labor union against the Industrial

andwouldthen

CSU Chancellor Barry

re what
The teach-in willexplo
and wil

Suspect found in

The HSU social work department will have a teach-in next
Wednesday at noon on the Quad
in conjunction with a national

social work teach-in on welfare,
women and children starting next

week.

Brin g in your Paul Mitchell bottles for. refills

ampu

Save $1 on each bottle

Want fo be home with mom and dad alll
Christmas break?
Or spend a week or two in Hawaii or Mexico?

We have some great rstes for travel

afier Jan é'h.
Come by our office. Localed on campus fo
help you with you holiday plans.
We're located in the UC Center
Office hours are:

Mon.-Fri.

9a.m. to 4p.m.

Wed. 10a.m. to 4p.m. .

822-/76/6

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT
PARTS

STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
¢ MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

@x
special

3RD & C STREETS, EUREKA

(707) 444-9671

|

Contest Form

NAME THE
HSU LIBRARY’S

ONLINE CATALOG
Contestant’s name:
Address:

Phone #:
Affiliation to HSU:

(student, faculty, staff, immediate family, alumni)

Name

sale and
order items

suggestion:

Return to HSU Library (box on maroon table near Circulation Desk) by closing
October 21, 1992. Winner will receive a $75 Bookstore gift certificate.
SSRCNCRORSCON OSODON SHER sMeLeTeNeHemeheReHeheHeNsEeDOReRSROReReReReReNensseue
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HSU graduate student dies | Park-N-Sell |
By Teri Camicelli
HSU
graduate _ student
Charles Richard Nydel, 45, died
Monday morning of a massive
coronary.
Nydel received his bachelor’s
degree in social work in May,
but continued working toward

his master’s. He was em

loyed

by the Social Services office in

Eureka as a general relief social
worker.
He also donated much of his
time to the Veteran’s Outreach
Program both on campus and in
the community Nydel was in
the Air Force ‘or 22 years and
was a Vietnam veteran.
After a career in the Air Force,
Nydel decided he wanted to
continue his education. He attended Feather River College in
Quincy, Calif., before transfer-

FiRst BAPTIST CHURCH
O F
ARCATA
1700 UNION STREET * ARCATA, CALIFORNIA ° 822-0367

ring to HSU in 1989.

Born Jan. 13, 1947, in River-

side, Nydel met his wife in kindergarten. tee were reunited
at their 25th highschool reunion.
Chuck and Diane, both divorced at the time, were married a year later.
“It was the happiest two-anda-half
years for both of us,” Diane
said.
Sue Walter, the Nydels’ neighbor, said Chuck

“He saw me moving in and
said ‘Do you need some help?’
That's the typeof person
he was.
Everybody he talked to he made
friends with.”
Nydel is survived by his wife,
Diane, and his stepdaughters
Tisha, Kimberly, and Geraldine.
He is also survived by daughters
Katherine and Amanda, both
from his first marriage.
Services will be held 11 a.m.
Friday at Paul’s Chapel
in Arcata.
Nydel was concerned about the
environment, and his family encourages friends to contribute to
the Veteran’s Outreach Program
in his name.

Sunday Worship Services - Af 8 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.

Evening Praise Service — af 6 p.m.

Sunday school -ail ages—
9:30 a.m.

Solid Rock (College) Celebration
7:30 p.m. Sundays

College Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
(small group Bible studies

was the first

person she met when she moved
to Arcata last August.

available throughout the week)

$5 for students, faculty,
at the Student Healgf

Gunite
Automobiles: Trucks*R.V.'s*MotorcyclesBoats OPEN DAILY
Humboidt County's “For Sale By Owner Lot”
$99 month space fee

14th & Broadway ¢ Eureka ° 442-2471

“l2l
RESTAURANT
FOR CASUAL DINING... OR
TAKE QUT, PHOWE 822-6105

WAM

te (OPM DAILY

SAC-S0N OFEW AT WOON
76l Sta STREET-BRCATA
ow THE PLAZA
additional parking on 7th St.

than 35 lines, short stories

826-31
People for whom flu shots can be life-s:
are thg
and who should be immunized
° Over 65 years of age
¢ With chronic disease involving
¢ With AIDS,
¢ Who have

ganc

Others who might
War
¢ Students and teachert
of people who may
¢ Health care worke:
e Anyone else who

ag

i@er, kidneys or blood
ight affect the immune system

"The wining ; will Ye
J

in a Lumberjack

uent contact with fairly large numbers
exposed to infection
» with influenza

a

CLINIC TIMES:
3:00-4:30
Friday, October 16
Friday, October 23 3:00-4:30

a

ay

We | Y imited amount of vaccine — shots
I be given as long as supplies last.
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Fees due
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:

TOMOFrOW

/

War

| Continued rom page 5

The deadline for HSU students
topay the40percentfeeincrease |
is tomorrow at 4 p.m,

Thursday, students

4
shower curtains in clear aT

who

have not paid the $186 will

face a $15 late penalty and will

‘have university services withheld. Services include transcript
requests, filing for graduation,
grades, and registering for
spring classes.
Payment can be made at the
Cashier’s office on the second

and patterns

for your selection.
| Hooks

floor of the Student Business

Liners
Bath Pillows
1031 H ST.
ARCATA

Services Building. Drop boxes
are also available on the second
floor of the SBS Building and in
Siemens Hall.

822-3450

—

the Persian Gulf is complacency.

“We're looking at less glamorous environmental consequences,” Mirkarimi said. “We're talking sanitation and wa-

ter, sewage and sludge.”

from
Mirkarimi said of U.S. attempts bed per Shiite IraqisShiites

Saddam Hussein, “While it’s a good thing to protect

from the air, it’s really a smokescreen for U.S. interests. The

Bush administration is stalling, because they have no clear
objective on a“

“This is not only Saddam’s fault, it’s the responsibility of the

USS. led coalition,” Mirkarimi said.

In a telephone interview from Washington, D.C., Nancy
Beck, spokeswoman for the State department, said the sanctions against Iraq were a UN matter, not a U.S. issue.
“This hasn’t been a U.S. effort only, it’s been a UN effort,”
said Beck about the New England Journal of Medicine's confirmation of widespread war-related civilian casualties.
"There are sanctions on Iraq,” said Matthew Nerzig, a spokesman for the UN Secretary General. “They haven’t been lifted.”

— Liz Neely

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE
BERKELEY
82 Shattuck Square, #4
(510) 841-1037
SAN FRANCISCO
166 Geary St., #702
(415) 391-8407

Low cost one-way fares available.
Eurail passes issued on the spot!

ROUNDTRIP FROM
SEATTLE
HAWAII
SAN SALVADOR
LONDON
HONG KONG .
BALI

SFO
150
199
$299
500
9675
910

Some restrictions apply.

ul STA TRAVEL
0

We've been there.

We can't keep a secret. It
nese

Sa

a

fg
:Li

a

oe.

that Kinko's is the placeto

American Bicycle Technology

LOW PRICE — HIGH QUALITY

TREK 800

This 1992 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail riding. The Trek 800 is equipped
with the latest shimano components enhanced by Trek quality
and frame design.
vx 21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide

vx Rapid Fire Push Shifting
vxQR Wheels and Seat
tw Chromoly Frame

°33998

vx Low Profile SLR Brakes
All Sizes & Colors in Stock
vx Matrix CDX 1.95 Tires

LIFE CYCLE
scvae cure
1593 G ST. « ARCATA - 822-7755
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nvironment, business split Assembly race

Democratic incumbent Dan Hauser has

consistently been pro-environment during his 10 ont in the Assembly, and
Gov. Pete
Wilson recently signed into

cause of her adamantly

Establishing raliroads
Hauser said establishing railway service to and from Humboldt County is

cracy,” he said.
But Hauser expressed concern that legislators will be spending more time preventing further damage to the state’seducational system than on restoring funding to it.

“Part of my concern is that this gover-

nor seems predisposed to emasculating

education in this state at all levels,” said

See Election, page 10

the other critical step.

“The other big issue is the railroad,”

he said. “I’ve been able to put everything in place to serve the northern half,
and I’ve got the preliminary things in

pro-business

place to serve the southern half, I'd like
to finish that.

record and the anti-incumbent trend that
has surfaced among voters this year.

“It’s tied not only to transportation
but jobs in the North Coast. This area is
going to be a major port tied to the

Hauser

Pacific Rim, but without a railroad, it'll

In contrast to Sparks’ deregulatory approach, Hauser sees investment in specific areas as the key to jump-starting
California’s sluggish economy.
“The best thing we can do to turn the

never develop,” he said.

Hauser pointed out that universities

such as HSU could play a role in revitalizing local economies.
“Silicon Valley didn’t just develop be-

state and national economies around is

cause it wasa

to reinvest in the infrastructure,” said
Hauser in a Sept. 23 interview. “By that!
mean physical, educational and social,
such as affordable housing near high-

nice place to live,” he said.

“It developed because of the support
system of the universities. There’s so
much that our universities can do to

develop the next wave of high-tech.”

speed railways, and more campuses

for the UC and CSU systems.”

Hauser hopes toassist low-income
students by trimming money from
administrative costs and allocating it to financial aid programs.
“I'm going to make a try at
additional funding for the Cal
Grant Program, utilizing ex-

Hauser hopes to spur develop-

ment of local fisheries as well as
turn Humboldt Bay and Eureka into
a major Pacific Rim port. He sees
two obstacles that need to be dealt
with in achieving those goals.
“One of the areas I’ve been heavily

cess money from the bureau-

Candidates hash out issues on national television
Perot stole the prize for pure

By Robert Britt
EDITOR IN CHIEF

resident George Bush’sinability to orchestrate a

clear victory in Sunday’s
debate could doom hiscampai
with just 20 days to go before the
election.

“Bush had to score a knockout
blow and he didn’t,” said HSU
speech communications Professor Louis
Bright, echoing

the New York
Bright said the debate was Gov.
Clinton’s to lose, as he went into
the event with large leads in the
polls. Prior to the debate, a California Field Poll showed Clinton
leading Bush 51 percent to 30
percent, with 12 percent undecided and 7 percent for Ross

Famous last words

doctors,” were generally im-

"I don't have any experience
run-

d by Perot’s performance,
and 47 percent of Americansina
CNN/Gallup poll taken Sunday
ht said Perot won the debate.
erot got his biggest laugh
when
defending his
plan to raise
the gas taxby

ning up a $4 trillion debt.”

“Clinton is on his way to the
residency and this debate soidifies his position,”
Bright said,
though he noted there is still
danger for a major blunder in
the next two debates. Bright said
debates are dangerous, and a
gaffe can be real or “spun by
reporters.”
dependent candidate Ross
VEIN

wT

ULE

Said Clinton's
actions in “formative years” were excusable.
“When you're a senior official in
you make a mistake,
then that
was on our ticket.”
Supports revenue increases.
“We're going to go through a petiod of shared sacrifice.”

gallon over five years.
“I know it’s not popular. If
there’sa fairer way, I’mall ears,”
Perot said while gesturing to-

“Change for the sake of change
is not good.”

To Bush: “Your father was right to
stand up to Joe McCarthy. You

*| think it's wrong to demonstrate
against your own country or

were wrong to attack my
patriotism.
| was opposed to the

against your own

war but | loved my country.”

ted a tax increase on
with incomes
of more than

organize

demonstrations
country on

foreign soil. | just think it's wrong.”
*| don't think we're taxed too

little. | think we're spending
too

$200,000.

Said Europeans can afford de-

Said troops in Europe should be

fense and don't want the U.S.

reduced from 150,000to 100,000,

“We are the sole remaining
superpower
and we should
remain that ... | don't want to
see us make reckless
cuts.”

come the target of political
cartoonist’s caricatures.
But Bright said Americans
have relegated Perot to the
position of an entertainer and don’t
take him too seriously, and his
value is in having the courage to

controlling them. U.S. should use

given cuts in ex-Soviet troops.

the

phased-out defense industry.

U.S. needs a new, smaller and
more mobile military
force.

“We cannot send our people ail

“We can’t get involved in the

i

quagmire.”

criticize government spending.

“We've got chemical warfare be-

*| am

ing

legalizing drugs."

"| don't believe legalizirs
narcotics
is the answer.”

"| offer a new direction.”

"| hope I've eared your trust.”

intellectual

aaa
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on our kids on the

pe oe
;

a
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adamantly

opposed

Next two presidential debates: Thursday, 6 p.m.; Monday, 4 p.m.

See Analysis, page 11
OI

talent

street every day.”

The two major political parties have been involved in a
“strange surrealistic dance with
the American people,” Bright
said, and no one has had the

WREST

"| believe experience
counts, but
it's not everything.
The same old
experience
is not relevant.”

ward his ears, which have be-

Perot.

AION

entertainment value in the debate, grabbing the most laughs
and the most rounds of applause.
Debate analysts, known as “spin

50 cents per

Times’ analysis of the debate..

ne epee

involved in is trying to protect our coast

and yet promote the wide utilization of
our
fisheries,” he said. “The one critical
issue we still need to resolve is guaranteed water flows in the North Coast
rivers and the Sacramento.”

Do

On the surface, the 2nd District Assembly race looks like a classic liberal vs.
conservative showdown, but it may become a referendum on environmental
vs. business interests.

law abanon offshore oil drilling authored
by Hauser. However, his willingness to
negotiate a compromise with the timber
industry on forestry reform legislation
has alienated environmentalists who
want an outright ban on clearcutting. His
most recent attempt to restrict old growth
clearcutting, the Grand Accord, was opposed by the Sierra Club.
Hauser’s Republican opponent, Anna
Sparks, has represented the 1st District
on the County Board of Supervisors for
10 years. She is the most formidable challenger Hauser has faced since 1984, be-

I

TOURETTE

SreyRR

eS

UNS

to

Said he wouldn't
commit troops

unless advised
Officials.

by military
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Election: Sparks replies
¢ Continued from page 9
Hauser. “My fear is that for the
next two years he’s in office,

we're just going to be trying to
save as much as we can, when
we should be rebuilding.”

Sparks
- Sparks’ platform places business interests before everything
else, with a reduction of the tax
and regulatory burdenon small
businesses being the key to dealing with other problems facing
the state.
Her reaction tocutsin the state
budget for education is illustrative.
“I honestly don’t know if he

(Wilson) cutit inthe right place,”
she said in an Oct. 2 interview,
“but I think he could cut admin-

istrative costs and make more
room for education, instead of a
bloated bureaucracy.”
She also suggested cracking
down on wasteful management
of the educational system.
“I also think the schools need
to be closely audited; I think
there’s a lot of waste that could
be cut with better management
and more local allocation of
money,” she said.
“Butit’s going totakea healthy
economy,” she added. “If Sacra-

mento would work on getting
business back on its feet again,
you wouldn’t have to cut education.”

Sparks’ approach to revitalizing the state economy is centered
around streamlining the regulatory process and reducing red

“It’s exorbitantly costly and
time consuming to go through
the permit process,” she said.
“We need to reform the
Worker’s Compensation Insurance program, and reform to
stop frivolous lawsuits.”

Camper controversy
continues at council
By Fernando M. Aguirre

[UMBERJACK STAFF

The continued presence of illegal campers in Arcata became the topic of debate at Wednesday's City Council meeting.
oF he city is so caught up in nonsense and socialistic processes,” said Arcata resident Don Cline, “that they’re not
capable of managing a city.”
Cline said that because of the clear deterioration of the

Cutting services
rks sees little alternative

to cutting state programs to
maintain basic services.

“You're not going to be able

to tax the rich because they‘re

already paying 67 percent (of
the taxes) and they can move
elsewhere,” she said.
“You need to cut programs
and allocate more to serve more

g
Plaza and the community, he is seriously considering sellin
his house.

Cline said he is not concerned how a person looks, but how
a person acts.
“You come to the Plaza, and you'll see a lifestyle that is not
very constructive,” he said. “I think it’ll destroy the city.”

people.”

Sparks’ pro-business stance
has made her popular with
members of the timber indus-

Pat Smith of Arcata said she once enjoyed quiet and clear

mornings at Redwood Park, but now she doesn’t feel safe.
“People come out of the bushes; dogs are running loose,”

try.

she said.
Police Chief Mel Brown said people travelling through the

She is less tolerant of advocates of forestry reform than
Hauser, and feels the timber in-

(Arcata) areaare a major cause of alcoholand drug violations.
According to Brown, most violations this year have been by

dustry is already taking ad-

people living in cars and camping on private property.
Brown said it gets expensive to send police officers to dark

equate steps to protect the environment.

and treacherous roads at night to ask people to leave.
“Where do they go?” he said. “These people don’t leave.”

“If you let the foresters man-

age it (the environment) instead

Mayor Victor Schaub said he is in favor o adjusting to the
camping problem.
“We need to be careful about overreacting,” he said. “Civil
liberties are important to the constitution of our nation.”

of the politicians, you’d have
forests forever,” she said. “Cutting out the old growth and
planting new growth gives you

Councilmember Lynne Canning said some people live in
the community forest by choice. Chasing people from one
place to another is ridiculous, she said.
“The bottom line is that we’re talking about something that

better oxygen production, it’s
better for wildlife.”
Bay development

is increasing,” she said, and the council is looking for a
solution.
Councilmember Bob Ornelas said camping in public parks

Sparks said further develop-

ment of Humboldt
Bay asa trade
center would depend on making the area more attractive to
business.
“It’s only going to be feasible
if we do some of the things I’ve

and panhandling isa problem. “We have to tolerate," he said.
"We don’t have the police. We don’t have the money.”

Ornelas said instead of hoping the community campers go
away, “We should be a more tolerant society.”

He said the community shouldn’t single out a particular

outlined,” she said. “But as we

group that breaks laws because examples can be found
throughout the city.
“There are businesses in thiscommunity whodonot renew

get a sounder economy that en-

courages business to establish

here, we (Eureka) can be a major
port.”

their business license each year,” Ornelas said.
City Manager Alice Harris said the issue of peo le camping in city parks will be reviewed by the the arks and
Recreation Council at its Wednesday meeting.

Sparks saw accessibility to the
areaas the primary consideration
for development of the bay.

‘EXPERIENCE JAPAN
FIRSTHAND
The Japan Exchange
& Teaching (JET)
Program, sponsored by the Japanese
Government, is seeking college graduates

(must have B.A./B.S. by 7/93) from all
majors for 1-year positions beginning late

July 1993 as Assistant English Teachers
(AET) or Coordinators for International
Relations (CIR). Japanese language skills

Cerrasttsew enya
1:30 pm - 6:30 pm

M-F

are not required for the AET position, but

are necessary for selection as a CIR.
To find out more, attend
an informational meeting:

Wednesday,
October 14, 1992
Goodwin Forum
Nelson Hall

Meeting will be led by a
former JET participant
For further information
contact:
Career Development
Center

pea

12:00 - 1:00 pm
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Analysis

Stores offer varied; affordable music

© Continued from page 9
courage

could get much done.
He cites independenf governors around the country who
are rendered ineffective by
Democraticor
Republican-controlled state legislatures as evi-

to criticize excess

pons during the Reaganush years.
“Perot walks in and says, ‘the
=
hasnoclothes,”” Bright
said.

dence of
the diffi-

Perot’s

performance

culties

got good Perot would have to 4.2194

both clinton

offer himself as a

Eves

adiaae, Soe tO offering

wees
_ferhimself

pretty good Congress,
change,” totaketheblame
Clinton
told for radical change
yg
A

Bush

fice. to

was

said

tapes range from $4.98 to $8.98.

8

eople’s has a casual, dimly-

Arcata is a city that loves its

music, and the three music retail
outlets in Arcata reflect that passion.

To help consumers make mu-

sical decisions, The Lumberjack

surveyed the CD, cassette and
record retailers downtown.
In the era of compact discs, it
seems that the term “record
store” is outdated and in most
cases inaccurate. But People’s
Records, 725 8th St., offers a refreshing alternative for those
wholike to reminisce in the nos-

talgia of old LPs.
With most used records priced
between $2.98 and $5.98,

for his proposals.

fordable alternative to state-of-

redicel
cnange

it

Cleat

$3.73 across the board, whilenew

By Beau Redstone

= Sfeiness
to gain cooperation fake the

spokesper-
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11

to
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—_—————eees

Perot’s performance exceeded expecta-

8 eration for

his proposals, Bright said.
Last night’s wide-open vice
presidential debate will not hurt
Bush or Clinton’s campaigns,
Bright said, but Independent

tions.

But Perot has no chance of

being more than a spoiler in the
election,
Bright said, unless Bush

James Stockdale,
Perot’s running

and Clinton sink lower in the
gutter of campaign rhetoric in
future debates.
He said Perot is likely to garner about 10 percent
of the popu-

mate, could hurt the ticket.
Quaylé focused mainly on
taxes and the character issue,

People’s*Records offers an afthe-art sound quality of CDs.
Some obscure titles on record
maybe found foraslittleas $1.98.

The average price of a used

CD at People’s is $8.38, while
new CDs cost between $10.98
and $13.98. But People’s is more

of a record shop thanaCDshop,
and does not carry a large number of titles on CD.

The price for used tapes is

lit atmosphere, and prides itself
in carrying independent and col-

M

——s
labels.
ople’s also buys used cassettes, CDs and records; take in

the used album and a clerk will
make you an offer.

If you like the type of environment that People’s Records offers, but prefer compact discs,
The Works, at 1040 H St., is a

es spot. The best time to shop
or an album at The Works is
within the first week of a new
release, when the store offers sale
prices on those releases.
During that first week cassettes cost between $6.99 and

$7.99. The sale price for CDs is
$11.99. Titles not on sale run between $8.99 and $10.99 for tapes
and $14.99 to $15.99 for CDs.
Ken Harper, an employee at
The Works, said the store specializes in orders for titles not
stocked in the shop.
“We can get many things overnight,” Harper said.
The last shop surveyed, The
Metro CDs & Tapes at 858 G St.,
is probably the best place to go if

you are in the market for a CD
and you want it today.
The best thing about The Metro

is you can listen to a CD before
you buy it. Simply choose the
title you want to hear, and take it

to the counter. The clerk will get
the CDfor you, and let you listen
to it through earphones on one
of three CD players. This is great
for albums that you have heard
about but haven’t listened to.

The Metro also offers a used
CD selection, with almost all
titles costing $8.99. The Metro

buys back CDs as well, usually
for about $4.
New CDsat The Metro, which
has the largest selection in town,

average between $11.97 and
$15.97, while new tapes cost between $7.97 and $9.97.
There are the choices. Happy
listening.

which Bright said may fit into a

lar vote, and may take more

developing Republican theme.

If Perot goes to the White
House, Bright is doubtful he

condescending.”

“Gore came across as a heavyweight,” he said, but was “alittle

votes from Bush than Clinton.

\
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OFFICE PRODUCTS
Office Supp lies
School Supplies
Computer Supplies
Bookkeeping Supplies
Office Furniture

¢ Feather Masks

?

© Feather Boas

(

VALUE

* Body Gels —
¢ Costumes
© Gloves
© Garters
¢ Fishnet Stockings

for Home and Office
DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT I.D.
MON - FRI 8 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

SAT 10 a.m. — 4p.m.

[822-0527 |

Bayshore Mall ¢ Eureka
442-0220

SY

FAX SERVICE 707 822-0546
883 H St: on the Arcata Plaza
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Food En
™@ Devoted volunteers and donors make
it possible for the organization, which is
almost ten years old, to feed more than
Eureka.
Last month volunteers fed
2,552 people, compared to 110
in 1983, when the deacons of the

By Dawn Hobbs
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Whether you are a conserva-

First Presbyterian Church

tive or liberal, a hippie or logger,
living inside or out, hunger does
not discriminate.
Nor does the Arcata Food
Endeavor; which provides food
for low-income Humboldt
County

households

of

the
recognized
Arcata
emerfor
community’s need
gency food, said Arcata Food
ndeavor Director Kathy
Anderson.
Some clients are referred by

north of

ceiving food from the program.
She prepares boxes of food for
the program’s recipients.

mouth, she said. In any case,

°

2,000 people a month.

many people would not have
adequate food supplies if it
weren’t for the program.
One woman said she was there
to get food for a few families.

of thought this would

can’t find a job,” Susan Ford
said. “My mom and dad are on
Social Security and can’t afford
to eat. My husband is a fisherman and can’t find work.
“We're usually people who
always have jobs. My teenage

food

bors,” said Bloomfield Elemen-

tary School Principal Linda
Kime.

“They receive thank you letters fromthe Food Endeavor and
they know what they did had an
outcome, that they helped families and were appreciated,” Kime

plies which were repackaged for
distribution.
“The FEMA grant, which usually goes for grains, beans, peas

the recipients, Anderson said.

sily¢

ing their (immediate) neigh-

vided a grant last year of $8,551,
used to purchase wholesale sup-

volunteers, who are as varied as
psychology graduate
Warde began volunteer°

rhode

they’re doing may even be help-

agement Agency (FEMA) pro-

performed by approximately 20

pon

per month, appropriate to

stores, churches, farms, clubs
and schools.
The Federal Emergency Man-

is

said.
Grocery stores and farms donate outdated and surplus items

that would otherwise be dis-

—

carded.

The Arcata Safeway, which
has been contributing for five
years, donates approximately
$25,000 to 30,000 per year in bak-

try
6,

NOW

Medical Group & Counseling
¢ Family Planning

ery, deli and dairy products that

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
e Family Medicine

inventory control clerk.

are past date, said Mario Aguero,

“It feels very good to not have

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
“JUST

has been

holding its annual drive in December for the past four years.
“Since the donations stay in
the local community, the students have a feeling of
connectiveness in that what

their family size. The distributed
food comes from a variety of
sources, including grocery

not enough to eat. My husband
might have to leave and find
work somewhere else,” Ford

HSU
Diane

Elementary School

provides them with one box of

boy is getting thin because there’s

of, work

be a

ood place to volunteer while
‘m looking for paid employment,” said Warde, a single
mother of two.
After the recipients complete
ashort application, the program

“My brother's a teacher and

said. The majority

and eggs, hasalready run out for
this year,” Anderson said. “We
won't have any of these items
unless people-donate them.”
Along with other elementary
and high schools, Bloomfield

ing three months ago after re-

departes ial
Soc
Servic
thecounty
of
word
ment and others by

the food going to waste,” Aguero

785 18th Street
THE FOOTBRIDGE”
OVER
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm

822

See Food, page 13

- 2481

-

DENTISTRY
Non-fat
flavors
Ss
Non-dairy flavors
serwead

daily:

Homemade Chocolate Chip
Snapple

Redwood

50¢

Cooki

Mark A Hise MS-DDS

Lumberjack

ee

We

1573 G Street - 826-7677
Northtown Arcata
( ever

the

footbridge

1225BSt. 822-5105

)

“What A Great Experience!”
Learning the Language.
Meeting People. Coming face to
face with history, art and architecture, culture, food and fun.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention.
Fully accredited - courses transfer
to your school. We provide great
classes in intensive language,
history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political
science...Organized field trips
and more.

You provide the enthusiasm...

University Studies
Abroad Consortium
Library - 322
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
(702) 784-6569

Discover Kinko's

and copy your
true colors.

Discover
the impact of
realistic
color copies when

‘*

reproduce graphics,

vhotos. and illustrations
on our Canon Color Laser
Copier. Because it
a
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recounts trips to her homeland,
Zimbabwe, in 1982, ’88, '89 and '92. A
beautiful memoir from a passionate

PHILIP PRIDMORE-BROWN/ THE LUMBERJACK

Joy Pedrotti, left, Alec Shepherd and Kathy Liuzzi trade items at the Arcata Food Endeavor

Food
Continued from page 12
said. “It’s a service to the com-

munity and everyone benefits.”

Lake, has been donating to the

cumbers to each place,” Potter

Arcata Food Endeavor and the

said.

Potter’s Produce, owned by

The Food Endeavor is located

Eureka Food Bank during the

Anderson said although there

behind the First Presbyterian

summer months for five years,
Julie Potter said.

are committed donors and volunteers, the Arcata Food En-

Church of Arcata at 11th and G

“Each week (duringthesum-

deavor isin need of more,espe-

mer months) we donate up to _ cially volunteers for fund rais-

Julie and Denis Potter in Blue

expenses.

1,000 pounds of squash and cu-

_ing to assist with the church’s

streets, and is open Monday

_ through Friday, 9 to11:30 a.m.
| Moreinformation isavailableat
822-5008.
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CHINESE

LANGUAGE
AND
CULTURE
PROGRAM

Spend Spring Semester
in Guangxi, China
$2995, inc. airfare
Applications available
from Bill Arnett
Siemens Hall 215
Due November 1

(2.75 GPA Required)
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New For ‘93!...
¢ Shimano 21 Speed
with Rapid Fire
Plus shifters &
§

Only...

$459.”
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Pain and suffering

Patients call the shots for finding relief

@ Nurses talk about new ways to help,
from biofeedback to patient-controlled
analgesia to skin patches for drug
delivery.
By Emily Creely

hanging

attitudesamong
th care professionals
have stimulated new
support and techniques for sufferers of most types of pain.
ee
getting excited
about pain all of a sudden,” said
Karen Mayville, registered nurse
at the Eureka Orthopedic Medical Group.
There are as many varieties of

pain as there are treatments,
ranging from the highly techni-

is to provide support for pain
sufferers because many times
they think they are the only one
suffering. Group members are
also taught assertiveness, such

as ee
activities

to say no to

that might aggravate

the pain without
feeling
“wimpy,” Mayville said.
Group members also learn relaxation and biofeedback techniques to decrease resistance to
the pain. Davis believes that pain
decreases if a sufferer can stop
resisting the pain.

Davis teaches biofeedback using a machine which monitors

cal to simple mind-over-matter
techniques, from preventive
measures to helping terminal

the patient's pulse rate. The pa-

patients cope.

rate with the machine's help and

Chronic pain
Mayville and biofeedback
therapist David Davis began a
support
group for chronic
pain
salerdib Apel Reconning
sope
the number of calls by
pain sufferers wanting morc information and help, she decided
to form a support group. The
main emphasis is on education
and support for pain sufferers.
“There isn’t a lot the medical
profession does about chronic
pain,” Mayville said.
Chronic pain stems from an
incurable cause, she said.
Mayville’s ee group is for
chronic pai
t isn’t necessarily caused by a life-threatening
disease or injury.
A main function of the group

tient mentally lowers her pulse
sees the results. With practice
the technique can be used when
needed, without the machine.

jury strikes, it’s because the athlete goes in with a potential
to.
have that injury, he said.
“And that’s where I come in,”
Smith said.
He uses a variety of methods
including cold applications and
muscle manipulation. Using
cross fiber-friction, Smith holds
the muscle attachment and then
uses his fingers to broaden the
muscle fiber to work out the pain.
Pain scale simple
Post-surgery pain managementisalso changing. The medical community now places the
emphasis on the patient for pain
control and responsibility for
safety on care-givers. A couple

of innovative techniques have
allowed the patient more control over alleviating their pain.
One simple method is a pain
scale. Nurses give a patient a
card with a scale from one to 10.
Patients then rate the pain and
what level is acceptable to them.
Nurses then can target a specific
number as a goal by administering a particular level of medication, and then constantly evalu-

Sports

massage

therapy

Sports can mean injuries, but
injuries and
vented with
reparation.
John Smith

pain can be preproper training and
Massage therapist
deals with sports-

ating the patient's pain level.
“The patient is the only one
who knows what their pain is,”
said Kathy Lutosky, charge
nurse at St. Joseph Hospital.
Another major advance is a

related pain. Sometimes athletes
will ignore pain until forced by

device called a Patient Controlled Analgesia.

injury to stop their sport.

Designed to be used by mentally competent, awake patients,

“An athlete will sometimes
push too hard, past pain and all
the signals that their bodies use
to tell them to stop,” he said.
Smith, who treats soft-tissue
injuries, strains and sprains,
“works on the potential injury,
not the injury.”
During competition, if an in-

the machine allows doctors and
nurses to pro
a basal rate
(the continuous infusion of narcotic), the patient-controlled rate
(a programmed limit of how
much narcotic a patient can get
by the push ofa button) and how
often a patient can push the but-

Nerve stimulation blocks pain
Electric current from a box
about the size of a Walkman
eases many kinds of pain.
The transcutaneal electric
nerve stimulation unit is particularly effective in easing
back pain,as well

asother

problems, according to an article in the Americn Journal

of Nursing.
The TENS unit's leads can
beattached tothe skin directly
over a painful area, or at trig-

ger points. The current is
thought to block the pathway
to the brain and to stimulate
endorphin production.
The patient wears the box,
which must be ones by
a doctor, on a
belt or strap,
turning the current on for brief
higher-intensity bursts for
about 15 minutes, or at lower
intensities for about an hour.
Both methods give pain relief
for an extended time.
standards, which will include
patientand staff education. They

ton.

No addiction
Before the PCA, patients
would have to wait for nurses to
get the key to the narcotics shelf,

get the drug and administer it.
The PCA also frees nurses to
change dosages according to the
amount of pain experienced bya
patient.

“It makes it a lot better for
patients,” Lutosky said.

will also establish pain relief asa

patient right.
Most patients are afraid of becoming addicted to narcotics,
Lutosky said, because of the
negative association of drugs;
therefore, education of the patients on pain and its management is important.

“The science of pain is rela-

tients can use them if the ma-

tively newand the education isa
little behind the science,” she
said.

chine is ordered by their physicians.

Conference

St. Joseph’s has six PCAs. Pa-

Lutosky said patients on PCA

systems usually
use less narcotic

than those who are not, because
patients feel they have more control than those who must wait
for the nurse to bring medication.

“They know it’s always there

when they need it,” she said.

In addition, the patient's condition and the dosage level is

closely monitored, reducing
chances of an overdose.
Lutosky

is

writing

A recent pain-management
conference in Eureka gave Registered Nurse Diane Benson in-

formation that allowed her to
help

a patient.
@ patient was jumpy and

had developed such severe tremors she couldn’ teat. Theshaking

resulted from demerol, a narcotic the patient had been given
for four days. At the conference,

Benson learned that demerol has

ashort half-life, or period of pain-

the

hospital’s pain management

See Pain, page 16

Brookhaven National Laboratory hosts HSU science majors
@ Two HSU chemistry/physics majors spend six
intense weeks of study, running the gamut from
radioactive salts to neutrino astrophysics.
By Greg meguue

While you went to the beach and
worked on your tan this summer, 24 students from across the United States studied nuclear chemistry.
Two of them were from HSU.
Brian Foy and Adam Daly, double
chemistry/physics majors, spent six
weeks at Brookhaven National Labora-

tory and State University of New York,

Stoney Brook, studying nuclear chemistry with ten other students. Twelve other
students studied at San Jose State.

The program, sponsored by the Det of Energy, was an attempt to
promote interest in the sciences.
feel that school departments
“Scientists
students well enough, in
aren’t
terms of nuclear chemistry, and they
wanted to expose (us to nuclear chemis-

try) before (we) getinto graduate school,”
said Daly,

20.

Foy and Daly went through an intensive six weeks training where, as Foy
puts it, they “studied our asses off.”
“We
three hours of lecture and
then five hours of laboratory,” said Foy,
21. “Then we'd eat dinner and come
back. Then we'd have what's called a
post-lab where we sat around and talked
about what we just did. Then we stayed
up ‘til about three in the morning doing
homework.”
Lectures and lab work varied on from
week to week. Lecturers would come in
and speak about their individual specialties. One week Foy and Daly would
study the interaction between protons
and neutrons, the next week neutrino
astrophysics.
The pair also became certified nuclear
radiation workers at the university. This

included learning how to dress properly
to avoid contaminating themselves and
others, and how to dispose of contaminated materials properly.
Contamination occurs when there is
direct contact between the radioactive
material and the person if someone is
to the material for long periods
of time. Ways to avoid exposure to radiation are to handle the material through a
barrier such as lead, or even several layersof Plexiglas.
Other considerations are
how long
sure lastsand the distance
from the
radioactive substance.
Despite the harried pace of the program, both said they did very well and
attribute their success to the excellence of
HSU’s chemistry and physics department.
“I was actually surprised,” Foy said.
“There were two of us from Humboldt
out of (the 12 at Stoney Brook) and I think
we were the best
there.”
The facilitiesat Brookhaven and Stoney
Brook were also conducive to learning.
Besides a ae
| with free room
and board,
Daly and Foy were given
books, air fare to and from New
Yorkand
access to a car on weekends. Daly and

Foy were also given hands-on
ence with modern equipment
lowed to work with “hot,” or
tive, material.
“When we saw the doses of

experiand alradioacof what

we were working with we weren’t (con-

cerned,)” said Daly. “There wasn’t anything more dangerous than the radioactive content of the salt in your body.”
Sodium chloride (table salt) and potassium chloride are found readily almost
everywhere and in some cases may be
radioactive. The levels and typeof radiation, however, are much different than
the radiation in an element like uranium
238.
Uranium emits gamma wavesata

very

high intensity which are harmful to humans, whereas sodium chloride emits
alpha and beta waves at a lesser intensity, causing
no damage to humans.
Arcata’s claim to bea nuclear-free
zone,
Foy said, is merely a sign on the side of
the road. Local hospitals and dentist offices have x-ray equipment which use a
form of radiation that can be harmful
with prolonged and repeated exposures.
“Everything's nuclear,”
Foy said, “but
not everything’s radioactive.”
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Pain: changing philosophies
continued from page 15
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ashort half-life, or _ of painrelief, of three to four hours.
After that, demerol metabolizes into a different compound
which acts as a central nervous

&

stimulant,

inhibiting

sleep and causing jumpinessand
shaking.
The conference featured Registered Nurse and pain specialist Margo McCaffrey, who discussed new successes in treating
neuropathic pain (pain in nerve
fibers) by using tricyclic antidepressants, as well as success

in treating phantom pain.
Amputees feel phantom pain
inthe missing limb. Doctors were
perplexed by the cause. The current theory is the phenomenon
is a sensory convulsion and has
been successfully treated by using anti-convulsants.

For care-givers of in-home terminal patients in pain, the simpler the pain management program, the easier it is to adminis-

ter. New methods to deliver
medication include a new skin
patch which relieves pain
through a continual release of

Ue

the drug fentanyl. It is now used

by

most of the 25 Hospice of

umboldt patients, said Kelly
Devlin-Lake, registered nurse
and patient care coordinator for
Hospice.
The patch steadily releases the
drug for 72 hours, oe _
and sedating the patient.If there
pain,” other
is “breakthrough
medication can be given as well,
according to product literature.
“Medical society is finally
coming around to the fact that
people shouldn’t have to suffer
so much,” Mayville said.
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For Faculty & Students on the Go!
We're open Monday - Friday
ampm
- 5:30
8:30

as well as Saturdays
10 am - 2pm
Open longer fo better serve

your travel needs.

808 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA,
ARCATA

7 DAYS A WEEK
707-822-7732

CULTURE
cA
in Bowl of Beings

An outrageous blend of
comedy, streetwise
theatre, and insightful
—
satire that smashes
i ‘| stereotypes while
i] taking on the

events call 826-4444

“Serving Area travellers Since 1973°

CO SPONSORED BY

North Coast Inn

DR. LOCO'S
ROCKIN’
JALAPENO

Thihe

piece band is guaranteed

American pop culture,

to move your feet and

and racism.

stir your soul.

Arcata Community

$8 Students & Seniors

Center

$14 General

$5 All tickets

Arkaneas

Traveler

Revue

MICHELLE SHOCKED
TA MAHAL,

Some of the spiciest,
jumpin’est music north of
the border! This-nine-

Eurocentric mindset,

Van Duzer Theatre

For a complete schedule of

843 Tenth St. « Arcata
822-1787

UNCLE

TUPELS

ALISON BROWN

“DOLLAR BILL’

13th & D Street

Van Duzer Theatre

$13 HSU Student

The Works

Arcata & Eureka

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

University Ticket Office, HSU

INFO CALL

$17 General

These performances supported
in part with funds from the
California
Arts Council, a
state agency,
and the
National Endowment for the
Arts, a federal agency
HSU is an AA/EO Institution
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Sharing experience

Former professor returns after 20 years

By Cella Homesiley

TUMBERIJACK STAFF

ay 6, 1960, HSU’s newly
erected Van Duzer The-

ater opens its doors for
the first time with
Shakespeare’s Henry IV.
Director Jerry Turner

peers out from behind
the stage curtains at the
audience sitting in the soft light of the new
theater. Before him sways a sea of faces and
rocking, gesturing bodies. The room hums with
their voices. Turner feels pleased with the size of

the theater, with the way the balcony arches
above him. He likes the feel of the shiny, new
stage beneath his feet. The lights dim. It’s show
time.

Turner, the 65-year-old former artistic director
of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, who returned to HSU last week to speak on “Theatre in
an Age of Political Correctness,” remembers
thinking Van Duzer Theater was an incredibly
large place when it opened. “Now it seems quite

small,” he said laughing, his white hair combed
back from his soft face.
When Turner came to HSU in 1957, he directed

theater for the department of language arts (there
was no theater arts department). For his first few

i

before Van Duzer was built, he directed

many plays in Founders Hall.
“It was a small place, but very lively,” Turner

said. “The only problem was that all of the

scenery had to be trimmed down to fit in the
door, and there were no dressing rooms, so the
actors had to change in the classrooms.”
Julie Fulkerson, daughter of Turner’s close

friend Charles Fulkerson, acted in “The Crucible,” one of Turner’s performances.
“He was an intense person,” she said. “He
worked very hard but for good reason, and he
produced very good plays.”

ormer HSU theater arts Professor Ethelyn

Pauley was a costume designer for some

ROBERT SCHEER) THE LUMBERJACK

so bloody.”
It’s use
be fun,” he said, “beca
Jerry Turrter looks forward to “The White Devil” next year. “It'll

of Turner’s plays. “He respected his students, and valued their opinions,” she said. “He HSU. By the time he left here in 1964, he was glad define. The idea is that this way the institution
. expresses a single mind, and while there’s an
‘was inspirational in getting them to think, to to be rid of Arcata.
awful lot of people contributing their talents to
“It got a tad insular to my judgment. You saw
produce, to find their place in the theater.”
Pauley and her husband, John, also a former the same people all the.time, and drank too it, the artistic director gives the direction.”
HSU professor, met Turner at the University of much. It was frustrating in some respects. You
esides supervising four theaters and play
couldn’t get out of
Colorado,
where
ing to audiences of 30,000 during his 20here easily because
Turner received a
“| detest censorship. There is a
years of directing, Turner is adamant
101 wasn’t built. I rebachelor’s degree in
in
that
about freedom of expression.
big problem with
member long, long
social studies and a
“I believe in risks. We need to take them or our
trips to San Franmaster’s degree in EnAmerican theater today,”
source of artistic vitality dries up. I detest cencisco,” he said.
glish
literature.
Afterteaching at UC sorship. There is a big problem with that in
. JERRY TURNER
They’ve watched his
Riverside, and receiv- American theater today,” his said.
ever since.
Former head of theater arts department
A new theater, called the Black Swan, opened
ing a Fellowship to
“He’s a scholar as
ee
Re
study for a year in up six years after Turner arrived at the festival.
well as an artist,” she
said. “He is the best director that I’ve ever worked Sweden, Turner accepted the job as artistic di- The theater gave Turner a place to schedule
riskier 2nd more recent plays. “We said the F
with, and the plays that he produces up at rector of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival.
An artistic director, Turner said, hires every- word first in the Black Swan. It was a play called
Ashland are quite impressive.”
Turner began acting during summers at the one else, including actors, directors and designSee Turner, page 19
Oregon Shakespeare Festival while he taught at ers. “The role is hugeand almost impossible to
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ARTIST PROFIL

House of Pain flounders; Mary's

Danish’s third goes a little stale

Name: Eva
Champagne

Major: Studio art

By Greg Magnus

Year: Junior
Discipline: Ceramics

and painting
Home town: Hong Kong
Age: 23
e Current work: “Mostly utilitarian things, a lot of
_ bowls and platters, and | paint on them. it’s
important to me to be able to use them. | get tired
of eating off of cheap plates.”
e Earliest memory of art: “| was always doodling
trippy designs with pictures inside of them when |
wasa kid.”

t Paul Cézanne. “From him
role model:
e Bigges

|

leamed the discipline of not letting selfish head trips
interfere with my expression of nature.”
e Inspiration: “| grew up in Hong Kong and | was
inspired by the mountains, the islands and the city —.
all the contradictions of culture and nature. °
e Favorite quote: Kahlil Gibran: “And since you are a
leafin God's forest and a breath in God’s sphere,
you too should rest in reason and move in passion.
e Favorite dish: Eggplant parmesan
*! would love to live in France
t
her future:
« Abou
.
and teach.”
been a
e Why she chose an art major: “I've always
|
hands.
better person when | am working with my

go insane when

dsmy
Im not using my hanand

eyes.”

— Reported by Celia Homesly

House of Pain
“Fine Malted Lyrics”
Tommy Boy Records

he title of House of Pain’s
first album, “Fine Malted
Lyrics,” misleads at best — and

worst.
ies
your faceat
in htl
outrig

Consider these lyrics:
the pill/ so Ican
“My gir!on’s
drill/ and I won't kill a child/
‘cause that’s wild.” Or, even better: “Hello sefiora/ are you a
whora?/ or are you a lady/ like
Marsha Brady?”
Lord Alfred
Step back
Tennyson; DJ Everlast’s in the
house.
Frontman Everlast’s voice has
a peculiar quality that brings
back memories of harsh, raw-

sounding

Butany spark

is
of hope that talent brings
snuffed out by lyrics so bad Vanilla Ice wouldn’t use them.’
got my Glock/ I got my
“I
shille 5 ee Idon‘t have dreads/

Sidelines Sports Bar

‘cause I shave my head daily/

You call me a skinhead/ I call

aS

HAPPY HOUR

M-TH 5-8SP.M.

Bud & Henry's

Anchor Steam

Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

4-8P.M.

a

=

Peppermint Schnapps

2.25

watoysay how tough or cool the

os
are. The
ra
c EnPubli
s,
State
ed
Unit
inthe
and
s
issue
emy, confronts real
blems — Chuck D doesn’t
himself with rope chains
or beepers. If DJ Everlast can
resist talking about how much
he smokes and how much
he drinks, this band might
be worth a damn.
EL A NRULD

INS 4!

¥
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AMERICAN STANDARD

s Danish

“ American Standard”
Morgan Creek Music Group

5.25

©.he Moose 1s ange)

band; they’re about America.
Despite the different approach, Mary’s Danish still cap-

the stores, Mary’s Danish has
plateaued with its newest disc,
“American Standard.”
The album, though, isn’t a
complete wash-out.
“Leave It Alone,” “The Living
End” and “Gotcha Covered”
contain the Mary’s Danish spark,

tures a good sound — and this

record’s worth the money for
established fans. For
people tasting Mary’s Danish for the first
time, an earlier album would be
more appropriate.

CD!

©2=7.22 Cass!

$1.25 a Shot!

Monday Night Peothall Specials

aren’t about the members of the

fter two albums that did
well both critically and in

$11.99

pitcher
__t
_pin
glass
$3.25
$1.50
75¢
1.25

stand out as much as a camousniper and fat bass solos
by Wag are no more.
Gone are the days when
Mary’s Danish could play anything. In its previous al
,
as ey
Danish changed
From
as Greg LeMond.
coun
core thrash to folksy
western-like tunes, Danis
slipped back and forth between
styles with ease.
Today, the sound is stripped
down to the basics. The lyrics,
remain distinctly Danthough,
ish
like.
and Ritter still write all
the songs, with one notable exception, “Underwater,” amurky
love song about courage and
bravado written by guitarist
David King and possessing a
distinct voice of its own.
The other songs havea unique
lyrical quality special to Mary's
Danish and other bands from
hails
Los Angeles, where Mary’s
,
albums
us
from. Unlike previo
s sang about how
when
L.A. affected them, this effort
paints a broader portrait.
Seager and Ritter use “American Standard” as a vehicle to
show the moral fiber of the
United States. “God Said,” “My
Dear Heretic” and “Shotgun”

ih
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j

fees

you a pinhead.”
Between the chest thumping
and oe eee of Everlast
in rhyme Danny
and his partner
Boy O’Conner, DJ Lethal puts
down some interesting sounds
and mixes from behind the turntables.
He doesn’t scratch like Termi-

over and over again, JBJ’sdrums

Ail

=

Arcata

but the rest of the album misses
something musically.
lot of riffs
The guitarists playa

i
t
i

Ly

on the plaza,

nator X or the Beastie Boys’ DJ
Hurricane, but Lethal gets the
job done.
Despite obvious influence by
Cypress Hill, House of Pain has
adistinctsound ofitsown. Numbers like “Top o’ the morning to
Ya,” “All My Love” and “Danny
Boy, Danny Boy” show perhaps
a bit of latent talent somewhere
in the band. (Perhaps House of
Pain’s next effort may be worthwhile.)
. House of Pain mires itself in
the opinion that rap music is a
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Van Duzer stage set

© Continued from page 17

for year’s largest play,
‘Threepenny Opera

“Lonestar,” a really dirty little
play, but it was so funny that no
one took offense,” he said.

In 1990, Turner led the Festi-

wi

ee

Ke

Endowment for the

National

By Lance Wellbaum
Cheese-ball karate, rampaging veterans and Diceman
jokes aren’t usually associated
with good acting or Van
Duzer Theater.
But that’s just the sort of

lace limits on the artistic content of the plays,” he said. “Tt
it.”
wasn’t worth
Turner’s staunch stance about
freedom of the arts (because he
their ©
wants people to
potential as actors) is part of the
reason herecently resigned from
position as artistic director.
his
job was always stressful.
“My
Consider that, at the end of a
season, I had to fire at least half
of the people that I hired.
“1 had to say, I don’t have a
role for you, and that was it.
They had to change their lives,”

When: Oct. 15 -17, 22 - 24

Tickets: $5 general, $2.50

students (with ID), senior

material director Joel Moffett

said this year’s keynote
production, “The
mny
” will offer.
“It’s meant for people who
like Chuck Norris films,
Rambo, dirty jokes and
anyone who’s a supporter of
the arts,” he said.
Moffett is completing his
uate work for a master’s
in fine arts and “The
Threepenny Opera” is his
thesis project.
The play is also an associate
entry in the American College
Theatre Festival, sponsored by
the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts.
Bertrolt Brecht’s classic play
focuses on a woman who
adopts the values of a capitalistic society. Moffett said an
outstanding music score
accompanies the play.

if

“Re-opened and Remodeled

citizens are free (they must

obtain a ticket at the
Univeristy Ticket Office).
Thursdays are dollar nights

for students.

it really moves. It makes for a
very lively play,” he said.
The play is the biggest

project of the year for the HSU
theater department and will
run a total of six days during

he said.
Stress or not, Turner still loves

its two-week engagement.

he directs.

said.
The theater department can
be reached at 826-3566 for
more information.

“Everyone's involved. It’s a true
celebration of the arts.”
For the time being Turner has
left his official rolein Ashland —
but he won't leave the director's
chair “until they fire me.” For
1993, he’ll direct John Webster's
“The White Devil” on Ashland’s
Elizabethan Stage.
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thejob and getsexited everytime

“It’s that same feeling I got
from the Van Duzer Theater's
opening night,” he said.

With its diverse material,
Moffett said “The Threepenny
Opera” will appeal to a varied
audience
“I guarantee a night filled
with fun and entertainment,
whether you're a hard-core red
neck or a flaming liberal,” he

“The music is really great —
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Apple Macintosh IIsi

or buy a Macintosh that’s already loaded.

Get a great value on your choice of these Apple® Macintosh computers
which include over #400 worth of preloaded software: The American
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But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through Oct. 15,
1992 — and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.

‘The Macintosh Student Aid Package.¢

*Limited to Stock on Hand!
is a registered trademark to
of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is registered trademark to Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook
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Soccer club fights for funds, status
By Hassanah Nelson

junior physical education major;said she looks forward to the
club becoming a regular varsity

The HSU women’s soccer club
may be on its way to intercollestatus if it can hurdle an
already constrained sports bud-

team in two years.

get.

Granted no funds from the university this year, the club has
relied on limited funds throughout its 17-year history.
“They're a well-coached team
with a
group of very dedicated
athletes. It’s phenomenal they’re
getting the results they are under the circumstances in which
they’re forced to operate,”
women’s soccer adviser Alan
Exley said.
.
Forced to pay for uniforms,
equipment and
rtation,
they raised nearly $1,800 last
year, chiefly through a three-day
indoor tournament and the
d’Usseau Cup at HSU last February,
in which 12 teams from as
far as Sacramento participated.
That was a record number, se-

nior bi®logy

major - Stacy

Plummer said.
Plummer is one of two coordinators
responsible
for

fundraising and transportation.
In order to save money while
traveling, the team bunksat parents’ houses, driving to week-

end gamesoften 300 milesaway.
Team trainer Kelly Bodnar, a

“I probably won’t be here to
enjoy it, but if these
le can
enjoy it later on with the effort I
t into it, that would make me
1 great,” Bodnar said.
Mike Cuthbert, senior business major and coach
of the club
for almosta year, said intercollegiate teams such as Cal State
Hayward or University of the
Pacific play the HSU clubat high
nal risk.
“They could be injured or lose
and itdoesn’teven showon their
record,” he said.
Beingan intercollegiate itteam

would provide for the women a
more varied schedule.
“We would be able to attract
the other teams in the conference, where they would automatically play us, but right now
nota lotof other clubs will schedt us because
ule games a
we're just a club,” he said.
ite last minute cancellations last weekend by teams out
of Humboldt County, the
women won two games against

other area clubs.
Inorder
to gatner enough playHSU, coach Mike
challenge
ers to
just started
they
Cuhbert said
making phone calls toask people

RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Jessica Hammil (left) of the HSU soccer club batties Kelly Bodnar of Humboldt Select during a
game last weekend. The HSU soccer club is looking toward intercollegiate status.

to come out.

Tight end tu rns fullback
Dickerson said, “I was likea baby

By Kevin Melissare
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pounds,

and

quick

hands,

Dickerson thinks
he is built more
likea pro tight end rather thana
fullback.
Combined with his blocking

ability and linebacker mentality, Dickerson would be a welcome addition to any offense. “I
think my blocking skills are the |
strongest part of my game. Any |
one can run. Hell, my grand- |

mother can run. But she can’t |

block and that’s what the pros

look for.” Dickerson said with a

Cheshire grin.

Coming out of a small school,

some may question his ability to
take a pounding, but anyone |
who doubts his attitude has yet |

By Kevin Melissare
LUM

An offensive storm potred
down on 2,100 fans at Redwood
Bow] Saturday, with a combined
769 yards and 74 points by HSU
and Whitworth College from
Washington, as the Lumberjacks
held off the Pirates 38-36.
The Lumberjack offense was
led
by
fullback
Rodney
Dickerson who collected 219 total yards and two TDs.
HSU quarterbacks Garret
Montana and ChrisOswald combined for 259 yards and two
touchdowns, but were picked
off three times.
HSU’s defense was was led by
strong safety Montell Allen as
he was named the Northern
California Athletic Conference

to meet him on the field.

Playerof the Week for his 14
tackles, four pass break-ups and

the team fired up,” Dickerson

one interception.

“I like to hit. It gets you and

said. “A good hit takes all of the
pride out of the other person.

The ‘Jacks begin conference

play Saturday when they travel
to San Francisco State to take on
the 2-3 Gators.
down.”
But Dickerson has taken his |
The Lumberjacks won the
share of abuse as well. “You get teams' last meeting 44-13 in their
You've just got to break them

hit just as hard as you give them
last game of the 1991 season.
out. If you see the sky after
a hit, | This year, S.F. State running
you know you've been lit up. back Richard Park leads the
You just got to jump up and
NCAC’s No. 1 rushing offense.
laugh it off.”
‘The game begins at 1 p.m.

Dickerson was converted last
from tight end to fullback
y head coach Fred Whitmire.
“It was pretty hectic.”
“

and

Dickerson, a native of St. Louis,
runs more like a Buick than a
baby. With long arms, bovine

t's third-and-one, and the
grandstands at Redwood
Bow! are ablaze with cries
of “Dickerson! Give it to
Dickerson!”
All eyes fix on No. 39, as he
rams the opposing line, bounces
off tackles and gains the first
down.
It was just the start of what
turned out to be another long
night for HSU’s workhorse,
Rodney Dickerson, a senior
physical education major, who
rushed for 104 yards and received for 115 yards, including a
jaunt fora TD against
55Whitworth College.
If he’s not running up the
middleon short-yard plays, he’s
shielding the quarterback from
advancing defensive ends or
clearing out linebackers for the
ing game. “I'll do anything
they ask me,” Dickerson said.
“ButIdo wish Igot the ball more
often.”
While the revolving door at
uarterback keeps turning,
ckerson’s smash-mouth play
at fullback is consistent in every

s

win close one

ing to walk.
At 6’2”
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From racque tball to philosophy
By Kevin Mellssare

[UMBERJACKSTAFF—O”~—

aw
Budweiser.
KING

OF

BEERS.

Intramural

“Raquetball
Tournament”

November 13th & 14th
at Cal Courts! Come

show your stuff!
Students only $2.00,
Community members
$3.00.

“Turkey Trot” Fun Run
‘November 22,1992.
10:00a.m., 1992.

Undefeated
Intramural Teams
Softball
Wednesday-

Tuesday-

Monday-

Tomato Heads

Team U

Purple Gels

Chelsea
The Blazers

Smackwa
Herd
Dancing
FridayMystic Squids

——

ThursdayFowl
Fogheads

the competiiding
i, Sone gen
him through years
of professional rac, Assistant Professor of
Michael Goodman
sophy
philo
as a modern-day
roams
Jekyll and Hyde.
Unknown to most of his stun as
sports
ma
takes
dents, Good
sophilo
takes
seriously as he
phy.
I get
“When I get into things
dvtvans” Gubdongstoak don’t
want to be averagsoe,do what
I do well.”
‘conviction,
such
With
Goodman proves he can walk
the walk as well.
n
For five years, Goodmacomi as a professional racquetall player in tournaments
:
across the nation.
due
limp
e
sever
a
Because of

VRIES

eee

to a childhood case of polio,

Goodman’s game relies on tactics rather than mobility.
After playing onlya couple of
years, Goodman submitted an
article to a racquetball magazineon strategy for handicapped
players.
He named his article “Racquetball With Chester Good,”
in
character
the
after
“Gunsmoke.”
The racquetball equipment
companyEcholonsaw
Goodmans article and offered
hima contract to write and play.
Goodman received $100 an
article and was supplied with
Eckolon equipment.

Although Goodman

never

won a major tournament in his

five years with Eckolon, he
played to the highest of his ability and had a great time doing it.
“It was like a scam. I had fun
and they gave me equipment.”
Goodman said.
Goodman attributes his suc-

ANDY WHITE/ THE LUMBERJACK
|,
Assistant
Professor of
Retired from professional racquetbal

philosophy Michael Goodman sald he'll never stop playing.
continues to play.
cess to dedication.

For seven hours a day
Goodman alternated between
drills and games.

His regular workout included
200 shots each with his backhand, forehand and ceiling shots.
“If you do that for six months,
you either get good or you're a
moron,” Goodman said.
After several years of professional play, Goodman quit to
pursue his Ph.D. in philosophy
at Michigan State University.
Although his professional
racquetball careerisover, Goodman

“Til keep playing until I fall

down and I can’t get back up.”

Goodman said.

And he continues to get back

up.

Goodman

combines his ag-

ve athletic attitude with a
strong educational background.
“I'm always worried that I’m
not good enough,” Goodman
said of his teaching.
“I'm very interested in student evaluation because you
catch your mistakes
can’talways
by yourself,” he said.
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Nimrod Hellions
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Drop-in recreation hours
still available.
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Rape prevention
hink of four of your female
college friends. One of
them will be attacked by a

rapist before she graduates.
The attempted rape on campus
Saturday is a reminder that rape is
not restricted to large campuses.
There was one rape reported last
year at HSU, but six in Arcata. In
1990, 10 rapes were reported in
the city.

But these are just the reported
numbers. Less than five percent of
college rapes are reported to police, according to a study by the

USS. Students Association.
Saturday’s assault victim did
report the attack to the University
Police Department, but two men
who helped run the assailant off
have not contacted the UPD to
help identify the attacker. Let’s
hope they do.
The UPD has posted a “Crime
Alert” around campus, encouraging women to walk with friends
at night and avoid dark places.
This is good information, but it

doesn’t get at the real issues: Men
rape women, but women should
not have to lock themselves in to
be safe.
Looking at rape prevention as
something women are responsible
for is an ignorant attitude that

pervades college campuses.
Students have in the past requested better lighting around
campus, especially near the ped-

estrian walkway under L.K. Wood
Boulevard. This would help, but
real solutions need to include
education to change attitudes.
In a 1988 study, one out of 12

college men admitted that they
had committed acts that meet the
legal definition of rape or attempted rape, but only one percent of
them considered their behavior
criminal in nature. Attitudes like
this are the reason 57 percent of
college rape victims are attacked

by their dates, and 90 percent of
the victims know their attackers.

More information on acquaintance-rape prevention can be obtained through the campus club
No Means No. Its adviser, Adri-

enne Wolf-Lockett, can be reached
via HSU’s psychology depart-

ment: 826-3755.
We don’t know if the knifewielding guy in the bushes knew
his victim. We do know he’s still
out there; that means women at
HSU must leave campus at night
with a fear men never have to
experience. That needs to change,
and women aren’t the ones who

need to do the changing.

Letters to the editor
IT vs. the union

It is a shame The Lumberjack had to
rush to press with the article about the
union grievance over the Institute for
Industrial Technology's efforts on campus. The article leaves a false impression
that students involved in our program
are taking work reserved for the union.
The work being used by the institute to
educate students in areas of industrial
leadership is not the soledomain of union
members. The union contractis quite clear
Se prerogative
in giving the aera
work.
ck
cha
out
t
to contrac
the chargewhen
‘80s
Since the early
back system was initiated, this worlehas
ly contracted to outside orbeen
ganizations and individuals. The univert has encouraged the Insity ma
stitute for Industrial Technology to handle
some charge-back work so that union

employees can get back to the basic facilities maintenance that is currently suffering from Plant-Ops cutbacks.

The challenges facing our nation, state

and local community in the 21st century
demand that we find a way to educate a
new generation of industrial leadership.
Doing this in the face of declining budgets requires educational innovations like
the Institute of Industrial Technology.
As the student CEO, I am convinced
that there is enough charge-back work to
accomodate the occupational needs of
Plant-Opsemployeesand theeducational
needs of students at HSU.
Eric Van Duzer
senior, industrial technology

I.T. vs. union part II
The Institute, a new course in the IT
department, was created this fall semester to allow business majors and IT con-

t the opportucentrations in mana
nity to experience the relations a manin manufacturing would encounter,
inauniversity setting, by performing the
jobs that private parties and Plant-Ops
are unable to do on a contractual basis.
A job was referred to the Institute by
Plant-Ops; since the successful completion of thatjob, the union at the state level
has filed a grievance against both parties.
The issue is not whether the institute is

taking work away from the union, but

length. .

the union’s effort to encapsulate all work
done on campus for themselves, with no
contract work to be done by outsiders.

If the union wins, any club attempting
to make their use space “homey” will not
be able to do so without the union’s interference. Contracting the work out is one
way government agencies have been able

to cutdown costs to taxpayers. The cost to
train and maintain a staff of people to
rform these functions is more than to
for
contract them out. Is this _—
an academic environment
Ajax Ellis

senior, industrial technology

Not my problem
In light of Pete Wilson’s courage in

signing anti-discrimination legislation
protecting working gay people; the pasto knock
sionate campaign in
down such protections; and the inability
of this country to look a disease (AIDS) in
the eye because of a gay stigma, I am
nal experimotivated to share my
is not an easy
ence of being gay, which
thing to be.
me beful
hateof
le angry,
I see
cause I’m gay. I could view them as misprevalence
. The
guided, even d
to
Ihave
ming.
overwhel
udeis
of thisattit
is
this
no,
that
on
face it with the recogniti
not my problem.
Perhaps they have a problem accepting gay people because of pictures of
sexual positionsin their minds. Ihave the
same problem with heterosexual sex; but
I get to see it on television and associated
with anything marketable. These images
cheapen sex.

If, in 1981, people in powerful places in

the federal government hadn’t been so
jaded by these same mental pictures of
of human life.
sex, and instead res
were more significant, AIDS could have
been quarantined. Snuffed. It was known
to be. contagious within the first twodozen cases.

So what is this “wrath of God for the
sins of the people” theory about AIDS?
Jane Kelly
senior,
environmental resources engineering

Jontz for Congress
It might not occur to students that the
race for a Congressional seat in Indiana

would affect us here in the Pacific Northwest.

In fact, that is just the case. Congressman Jim Jontz is running for re-election
in his district. Because he has stood tall

for old-growth forests, he has incurred
the wrath of the timber industry and its

supporters who are funneling large cam-

contributions to his opponent.
Jontz loses his Congressional seat, it
will send a message to other Congress
members: 1) that the environmental community can’t protect its friends, and 2) if

=

to do what’sright for the environyou try

ment, those who profit from its destruction will bury you politically.
nt of the American
More than 90
es environmenthemselv
public consider

See Letters, page 24
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most brilliant scientists and engineers.
weapons
We don’t need more —

By David Keniston

GUEST COLUMNIST —

developed; we need our intelligence di-

he cold war has ended. The Soviet

Union, the country that vowed to
bury us, performed last rites on

itself.
The Berlin Wall, built to last forever,
fell in a day.
eBoth Russia and France have susfor one year.
pended nuclear testing
eLarge numbers of nuclear weapons
are being dismantled.
In light of this preponderance of evidence that the world is rapidly changing
in a more peaceful direction, why is the
United States still spending $290 billion
(one-half of our total fiscal 92 budget) on
war?
We will spend more federal money
defending Europe from a non-existent
threat than on caring for our children,
protecting our environment, ae
our infrastructure, educating our children, and civilian research and development — combined!

Even Gen. Colin Powell, chairman of

rected toward developing
to help us
no
fi

peaceful techour present

This country is in trouble. George Bush
is presiding over the worst economic
record since the Great Depression.
Here's a couple examples of how Bush
is going to get us out of trouble:
eWitha government$4 trillion in debt,
he flies down, in his custom-made 747, to
Texas with some good news for local
out 150
voters: they will soon be turning
new F-16’s for Taiwan. Cost: an escalation of tensions in the China Sea.
eBush’s defense secretary just contracted with the a company in Missouri
for a new batch of F-15 fighters for Saudi
Arabia. Cost: another escalation in the
Middle East arms race.
It is high time the United States show

some leadership, some vision; instead of

being the world’s arms merchants, we

«J

El S

.

«ital

ers.

longer have the luxury of having a threat
to plan for.”
In a New York Times poll taken in
January, 72 percent of respondents said
in domestic programs.
We must vote — and vote with our

So stop by the CSR office, above
Hunan’s on the Arcata Plaza, and help us

military spending should be reinvested

peace organizations.

consciences — in November. Don’t let
any more money go down the military

work toward positive solutions to the

arms race.

“black budget” to which no one is accountable). Stop the brain drain of our

Keniston is the coordinator of Citizens for
Social Responsibility.

black hole (the Pentagon has a $36 billion

Ee

need to become the world’s peacemak-

We can accomplish this by voting, by
creating peace in our own lives and communities, by neste Hah reading more
alternative press, and by supporting Citizens for Social Responsibility and other

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has said, “We no

D

social and environmental crises.

Anatory af the US, bu

Vote ... even if you vote for Perot
By Drew Schultz

I registered to vote for the first time the other
day.
The last time there was a presidential election
I was 17 years old and sitting through civics
class in high school, which never inspired me to
look into the whole democratic system. I think I
got a D in that class.

"

I've never liked politics. When people asked

me what political party I endorsed, I would tell

them that I was apolitical and that I thought all

politicians were the Antichrist.

I would have hated myself though if I had
missed my chance to cast a vote in the battle of
the century.

In the right corner, George Bush, defeater of
the Panamanians and slayer of the Iraqis. In the
left corner, Bill Clinton, hero of MTV viewers
and non-inhaler of cannabis.
Then, as the spoiler, there is Ross Perot. I can’t
put Perot in a corner because I have no idea
where he stands. What puzzles me the most is,
millions of Americans are ready to vote for this

man and they don’t know which corner Perot is

in either.
I don’t want to be too rough on Perot for fear
he will read this and drop out of the race again.
Perot is not the answer to the voter's woes.
What makes people think a man who has more
than $3 billion could care a rat’s ass about the
working class of America?
He is so used to getting his own'way that

when things get rough he quits. With $3 billion

he can afford to quit.
I can picture President Perot bailing out of a
peace summit because the other side won't
agree with him. Not to mention quitting the
when a reporter asks an
whole J omen

unkind

question at a press conference. When

Ross Perot dropped out of the presidential race
he showed America what kind of person he
really is: a coward.
Perot may be half the answer to what America
wants. The American voter has had it with the
two-party system which, every four years, offers
us two people we really don’t want as president.
We must choose one anyway so we try to pick

the lesser of two evils. In 1988 we chose George
Bush over Michael Dukakis because he was less
wishy-washy.
When there is an alternative the voters go for
it. This election we have an alternative, Ross
Perot, but if you take a good look at him you'll
see he’s no better than what was offered to us in
the first place. He’s a multi-billionaire businessman who can’t get any more power where he is
now, so he decided that president of the United
States would be a fun job.
At this point we are so rooted into the twoparty system it will be hard to escape. I’ve never
n into the whole political system and exactly
how it works, but I understand enough to see
we're on a path as cy ss a Texas highway
in sight.
and there aren’t any 0:
candidate
dark-horse
the
of
days
Gone are the
Knowthe
like
and the exotic-sounding
Nothings and the Greenbacks. The Democrats
and the Republicans have become the conglomparties, trying to please everyone while
erate
0

ing no one.

On Nov. 3, pra go out and vote, even if you
vote for Ross Perot. We live in a democracy
where we are entitled to cast our vote for the
person we want to be our leader. If you don’t

vote you automatically cast a vote for the
winner, even if it’s the person that you don’t
want.

°

Schultz is The Lumberjack’s assistant ad manager.

-

Letters
° Continued from page 23
talists, yet major funding from a handful of political action
committees has kept politicians at their beck and call. Jontz
needs support from people here in the northwest for whom
heisrisking his political future. If we can dig deep and send
him any amount we can help tremendously.
The election is Nov. 3. We must act now to protect the few
champions our trees have in government. The address is:
Jontz for Congress
PO Box 149
Monticello, IN 47960
Susan Mayer
senior, political science

Women who make sense

Last week’s Lumberjack contained four opinions on abortion. Why am I not surprised that the only ones that made
any sense
were written by women? If men had just left this
issue to women in the first place we wouldn’t be at such a
standoff. Men representing women’s reproductive rights
has not, can not and will not work.

Jim Crupi

Why is it?

senior, wildlife

Why is it? —
“Man” calls the Earth “mother” then lives inan abusive
relationship with “her.”
Why is it? —
The EPA calls CFC’s fatally
us. Yet the EPA’s
regulatory
process would hail CFC’s as a great miracle,

were the chemicals created yesterday.
Why is it? —

If

rance is correctable, denial — that insidious and

disabling disease of the mind — remains untreatable.

Bud Hoekstra
Eureka
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A lesson for all
eco-groovies
lot of people on this campus think they
are eco-groovy. Some are, but I'd say

most people miss one very important,
basic step on the road to true low-impact living.
My first great lesson in conservation was learned
in Fall, 1980, in the C Company lavatory at Saint
Catherine's Military Academy, ironically situated
two miles down the street from Disneyland.
About40 of us sixth-grade cadets lived together
in a large dormitory (we didn’t call it a residence
hall). A ceramic statue of the Virgin Mary and a
life-size oil painting of Jesus kept watch over us.
I can remember engaging in 11-year-old fanta-

sies and worrying that Jesus, with that all-knowing blue-eyed stare of his, could tell what I was
thinking.

(It seemed ironic that, under the loving gaze of

both the Blessed Virgin and the Son of God, we

cadets would be
cursed and grilled

Cutting
to the core

by our command-

ing officers.)
At night we
were free from the
anny

of Major

Jasin, Commander Weinderholdtand Sergeant
Bowen, but a far more baneful force lurked in the
small room adjacent to ours — Sister Guala.
Sister Guala had spent the previous 40 years
keeping watch over an endless wave of pre-pubescent boys, which would harden even one of
God's most reverent servants. To say she was
strict is to say Big Ben is a sizeable timepiece.
One of her more outstanding traits was the way

she could twiddle her thumbs. Forward, backward, then both in opposing directions, they were

Those digits mesmerized us
in constant motion.
cadets. Everyone had a theory as to how she got
her extraordinary manual dexterity, but I hypoth-

esized she got it from handling all those
beads.

Rosary

There was a large communal bathroom off one

end of the dormitory. There was a line of sinks, a
couple showers and a row of toilets. It was basically a normal public rest room, except there were
no toilet partitions. And no toilet partitions means
no place to hold toilet paper.
Every night, before prayers, Sister Guala announced thatit was “time” and whoever had to go

number two lined up in the lavatory.
We would sit down and do our business, four at
atime, with Sister Guala sitting on a stool holding
a box of toilet paper on her lap. All sense of pride
was gone by this time, but having Sister watch us
and twiddle her thumbs made it downright humiliating.
When we weredone, we had to ask, respectfully
of course, for some toilet paper. Sister would
hobble over, twiddling the whole way, and hand
us three or four pieces. And woe be it if you
needed more than that.
“What!? You want more?” Sister Guala would
exclaim, missing her backwards twiddle. “Jesus
never wasted toilet paper!”
So there I’d be, a trembling 11-year-old Catholic
trying to convince a nun that I was still soiled
boy
and needed more toilet paper. She usually ne in,
butevery time I had to beg for toilet paper Ileft the
lavatory feeling like some loathsome pariah.
ge

pee of the story

i

your ree—
U eCO-groovy
ded paper bindegradable: soap, bulk foods and

k,if
right tracbut
— are son the
loth coffee filter
grows
paper
toilet
that
you really care you'd realize
on trees and should be conserved.
,ul you're not being watched by a
be thankf
Also
thumb-twiddling nun.
McCormack is The Lumberjack’s managing editor

Equal rights for gays,
equal rights for all
By Mary L. Weatherly
GUEST COLUMNIST

I've given up trying to reason with extreme conserva-

human rights. You cannot expect to achieve equality for
your own oppressed group if you simultaneously oppress select members within that group.

The truth is that gay people comprise more than 15

tives anymore. It’s a waste of my time and precious
energy. Soif you area Pat Buchanan fan, you might want
to read some other article right now, because I’m not

percent of all cultures, ethnicities, social classes and
religions. By denying equality to that minority within
your own culture, you simply stall the realization of

I am, however, addressing all of you who claim to
think multi-culturally, all of 7 who are politically
correct with your language, all of you who believe you
work for the equality of humanity and dare to criticize
those you think fall short of that ideal. If any of that
to you, please pay careful attention — you may
—

enslaved, none of us are free.
Do not be fooled by the erroneous notion that being

even talking to you.

ites.

Hands up, how many of you would chastise someone

for telling a sexist joke or using words like “nigger” or
“spic?” OK, how many of you same people don’t think
twice about laughing at anti-gay jokes and regularly use

as insults such words as “fag” and “lezzie?” How many
of you believe it is important to protect minorities with
constitutional amendments?

Now, how many think such protection should not

extend to gays because, after all, they aren’t a culture, a

ora truly oppressed people because they choose
minority
to be that way, they prefer to be that way, they want to
be that way?
Now rate your ignorance level.

The truth is that you cannot pretend to protect some
people from mistreatment by society while excluding
you don’t
others from that same protection because
.
partner
adult
ing
approve of their choice of a consent
You cannot pretend to be the defender of human rights
if you unfairly categorize who is worthy of those basic

equality for the enttire group. As long as one of us is
gay is a culture of choice — this is not my lifestyle, this

is my life. I would never have chosen an identity that
was guaranteed to be despised by most of the western
world. I’m not a masochist.

Yet, given all that, I would not change who I am. It is
a homophobic society that distresses me, not the fact
that I am gay.
It is difficult to be successful in a supposedly egalitarian system that refuses to see its own inherent bigotry —
women, ethnic minorities and differently-abled people

are still severely underrepresented in positions of policy
making.
It’s even worse when those downtrodden people step

on the gay members of their own culture, perhaps as a
way of not feeling at the bottom of the barrel themselves.
You can continue to keep gays outof your power base;

the status quo will benefit from the notion of divide and
conquer and nothing will change. Or you can include

ysin the mutual struggle for equality and all of us will
winners in the long run.
It’s up to you. What are you going to do?

Weatherly is the facilitator for HSU's Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Speakers Bureau. She is a history senior.
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SERVICES

OPPORTUNITIES
SUMMER

ALASKA

MENT- fisheries.

EMPLOY-

Earn $600+/

week in canneries or $4,000+/
Free
month on fishing boats.
!
Board
&
Room
tion!
transporta
No
.
ings
open
Over 8,000
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get a head start on next
For employment
summer!
program calt-1-206-545-4155 ext.
A6047.

HEALTH AND WEALTH-Yes, it's
possible while you're still in school
(learning or teaching). You can
make extra money each month
telling andsharing your excitement
about our marketing group. Make
your own hours! 822-6979, leave
a message please.

REDWOOD REGION AUDUBON
SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP: $100
available to student doing research

to
pertaining
l
or environmenta

project
or
conservation

Scholarship

Contact

issues.

Chairperson

Roberti

Jude

444-

ACADEMIC TYPING. Fast,
word
quality
dependable,
too.
transcribing,
processing. Tape
442-6511.
Terry McBride Typing.
Pick-up & delivery available. 1021

COLLEEN’S CLOSET FOR
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES &
accessories + experienced, new&
vintage clothing for men & women,
all at reasonable prices. 854 9th
street, Arcata. 822-0945.

ACADEMIC

NEED

TYPING?

Sendcassette(s) or legible copy to

Execu-TYPE-Express. Prompt&
accurate word processing. Laser
printing. 445-5771. P. O. Box
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0155.
STREET

HENDERSON

WORD

PROCESSING! Forall yourtyping

needs, call 443-6128 and ask for
10/26
Mearl.

NEED ABABYSITTER? CallTina

Bolling, 822-7976.

References

mond

lost

in middle,

10/8

in

Marino’s, Sidelines or the Square.
Very sentimental. Call Michelle,
826-7793.

WANTED
ARCATA HOUSEMATE, FEMALE. Downstairs is yours. Private kitchen, bath, share laundry,
yard, garage. Close to everything!
Small pet o.k. $375/mo, half utilities. 822-8265.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
beautiful Eureka home with 2 other
roommates,

golf

near

course.

$300/mo + deposit & utilities. 442-

BEERS BREWING EQUIPMENT.
Everything needed except stainless steel pot and some ingredients. $100 value for $65. 61.5
quart stainless steel pot. Make
three carroys worth of wort at once!
Cost $225 new, your price $125.
839-8068.

Race begins 9:30 a.m., Saturday.

PRE-REGISTER AT CENTER
ACTIVITIES 826-3357.

Your prose rhythm
WRITERS!
? Make it better.
down
you
g
gettin
s RHYTHM
man'
Sher
Henry
$22.50 Center
just
:
WORKSHOP
Activities 826-3357. A steal of a
deal!

and

2.0

WriteNow

MacWrite word processing programs. Great computer for writer
or someone who doesn’t need to
use more sophisticated software.
$750. Call Wayne
evenings.

riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity
Alps horsepacking adventures,
terrific horses, .excellent rates,
beginning or experienced ‘OK;
444-2894.

classes, and ALL kinds of boats!!

MACINTOSH 512E computer with
2nd 800k disk drive. Imagewriter
Il printer.

SEAHORSES—Enijoy horseback

flatwater paddie. Individual and
tagteams, mens/womens/masters

|GePRETIO'S

STONE: My basic instinct tells me
you're hiding someithing. Meet
me at Figueiredo’s this week for
further questioning. Don't forget
the ice pick. Douglas.

at 822-2295

eTOYS*
eCARDS»
eGIFTS*

AUTOMOTIVES
CLUBS

REWARD! LOST RING! White
gold w/3 opals, sapphires w/dia-

Center Activities October
the 3.9 mile run and 3.0 mile

terms andfinals! 822-6979. Guaranteed Satisfaction.

available.

2770.

LOST !

S.T., BEST HALLOWEEN PARTY
EVER at Bayside Grange Friday,
FOR SALE
Oct. 30, 8 p.m. Two rock bands.
en
varid
se
oss
Lat
for
!
TITUS
“WOW"- Don't be left in someone DOUG hJalpa jorden tillsammans. All ages welcome. BenefitCosC.
och
Arcata House and N.E.
else’s mental dust. Set your brain
r
Jag
alska
dig.
.
prizes. Steelhead. Bring
nutriliquid
tume
natural
our
on fire with
$5 donation. B.B.
ents! Better than coffee or soda.
RUN FOR
AL
ANNU
ND
SECO
before
now
They work! Order
THE BOATS BIATHLON!!! Join
you're under the weight of mid24 for

& ORGANIZATIONS

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
POTLUCK every Wednesday 111 p.m., Nelson Hall 116. RAD
WATCHERS monitoring timber

“Remember When”

E
A COOL
RAIS
1000

1974 V.W. SUPERBEETLE , 1600
engine, 4-speedtrans. Runs good.
Good tires, Cal legal. Call 8394419.

416 2nd St.
Old Town, Eureka
Across from the Gazebo
Plaza.
443-6255
Or
452 Main St.

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,

Nelson Hall 118.
822-6896.

Info—Orange,

In the Victorian Village of

Relax

Ferndale.
786-4432

JOIN THE COLLEGE REPUBLICANS! Come meet and help elect
our Republican leaders.
Tues-

days 7 p.m. Founders Hall 106.
Bush/Quayle Seymour Herschensohn Riggs Sparks. The right

Riggan
8$26-2792
Excellent Rates

choice.

GRADUATION ©

—

Pacific Rim
Computers

Dan

WRITING

piscorerninnes') | PROFICIENCY

Tired of the lines on Campus?
Need to get your homework
done on a computer NOW!

justgreatcopies. | | EX AMINATION
Registration Deadline:

=e)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

MAK

At the Testing Center

153 Student Business Services Bldg.

We Set
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1
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|

UDS
s

eee aie Se cee)

Students eligible
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letion

2. — English 100 or equivalent

5

SHIPPING OUTLET
efnkeres
the copy center

aft
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THIS IS

1S,

GRADUATION

REQUIREMENT

©

of:

a

Computer time

Laser Prints

| |

iy

Pri

$5

per Hr.

I

We also have compufer
accessories for sale!

| | 970 I Street, Arcata + (707) 822-7411
Corner of 10th & I Streets
in the Seely Titlow Bldg.

;
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Matanzas, 8 p.m. at the Arcata
Theater, 986-7718 for information.
¢ Campus Center for
ropriate

] A

Wednesda

Et Cetera

Technology perro:

e “Arm Yourself With Knowledge,” discussion on the state educa-

ing the Earth,” potluck dinner and
_ traditional storytelling at the Buck

tional budget cuts featuring adminisi
and student leaders,

in

te

Buchanan Room at 7 p.m.,

826-1555 for information.
y

Thursda

House, 5:30 p.m., 822-4902 for
information.
¢ Discussion on science fiction

cover art by Asst. Professor Vince
Botera at 7 p.m. in Gist Hall Room
225, 822-4829 or 443-3685 for
information.

1 5

4
Friday

PT ieswe

Music

country band Wild
Oats 8 to 11 p.m. at

16

Music
e Pianist Deborah

the Humboldt Brewery,

6264 or 839-3779 for information.
Et Cetera

veaen

State, 7:30

p.m.

Education

° Deadline to register for Novem-

Turlock, 11 a.m.

Services Room 153.
Et Cetera
ed
e Tribute to Jack Kerouac at the Ink

e 14th Annual Humboldt Redwoods Marathon and Half-Marathon,
9 a.m. in Humboldt Redwoods State

Exam, 4:30 p.m. in Student Business

«

People Inc. Gallery and Studios,

£t Cetera

Park.

411 12th St. in Eureka, 442-8413
for information.

production worke Soymilk
shop, 3 p.m. in the Buck House,
826-3551 for information.

saturday 17

First St. in Eureka, 442-

e Soccer at Cal State Stanislaus in
Turlock, 1 p.m.

¢ Blues band Two
Runnin’, 8:30
Trains
p-m. at the American

3566 for information.
¢ Student California Teach-

ers Association elections for
itions and presentaboard
tion
“Comic Books in the

Deli, 82 Sunnybrae
Centre in Arcata, 8222262 for information.

Classroom,” at 5 p.m. in
e Afro-Cuban rumba

troupe Los Muniiquitos de

e Men’s and women’s cross coun-

¢ Football at San Francisco State, 1

p-m.

Dinner/ Dance benefit at the

Et Cetera

¢ Dinner / Dance benefit, 6-9 p.m. at
the Bayside Grange, 2297 Jacoby

Creek Rd. in Bayside, 822-4327 or

ee

ern

ay

19

Tuesday

445-3325 for information.

Griffith Hall Room 204,
Ha
826-5197 for information.

e Ancient Forest Day Hike in the
Trinity Alps Wilderness, 822-8307 for

;
Atro-Cuban rumba

information.

Et Cetera
Poetry and folk blues,

~~

8 p.m. at

Jambalaya, 915 H St. in Arcata, 8224766 for information.

dancers, Thursday

BUDDY!

Flight of the willet
SS

e Soccer at Cal State Stanislaus in

ber Graduation Writing Profiency

try at Chico Invitational at Chico.

02 78 for information.

Theater through Saturday, 826-

pe

Sunday 18

all at home vs. Sonoma

first volume of
Debussy’s Preludes, 7:30
p-m. at the Humboldt

Cultural Center, 422

”

8p aas the Van —

‘
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Clasquin performs the

1027 I St. in Arcata, 822-
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Put yer stuff in the classys.
It’ll sell!
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Visit the Ticket Office
in Nelson Hall. Ads
are only $5 for 25
words and students
get a discount!
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e Sanctuary. The
A willet takes @ break from feeding at the Arcata Marsh and Wildlif
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preserve was built on an old landfill and now is home to a variety
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4975 Valley West Blvd. ¢ Arcata
822-4861 ext. 283

101 to Guintoli Exit (next to McDonald's)
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COUPON
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+
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Any Medium 2-Topping Pizza.
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